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Zero tariffs will 'smash ceramicsZero tariffs will 'smash ceramics
trade to pieces'trade to pieces'

Zero tariffs would devastate industry, put thousands of skilled jobs at risk and destroyZero tariffs would devastate industry, put thousands of skilled jobs at risk and destroy
proud British tradeproud British trade

GMB, the ceramics union, has warned the Conservative’s zero tariffs plan will smash the potteries toGMB, the ceramics union, has warned the Conservative’s zero tariffs plan will smash the potteries to
pieces.pieces.

Liam Fox, the Secretary of State for International Trade, has indicated he, wants a move to zero tariffs inLiam Fox, the Secretary of State for International Trade, has indicated he, wants a move to zero tariffs in
as many areas as possible in the event of a no deal Brexit. as many areas as possible in the event of a no deal Brexit. 

This plan to have no taxes on goods coming into the country would leave the ceramics industry with noThis plan to have no taxes on goods coming into the country would leave the ceramics industry with no
protections against cheap, poor quality imports flooding in from places like China.protections against cheap, poor quality imports flooding in from places like China.

https://www.gmb.org.uk/news/search?&issue=55
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Jude Brimble, GMB National Secretary.Jude Brimble, GMB National Secretary.

It would be impossible for the UK ceramics sector to be able to compete and would distort the market. It would be impossible for the UK ceramics sector to be able to compete and would distort the market. 

The Government’s zero tariffs plan would be put thousands of jobs at risk and destroy the ceramicsThe Government’s zero tariffs plan would be put thousands of jobs at risk and destroy the ceramics
industry – as well as many others.industry – as well as many others.

Jude Brimble, GMB National Secretary, said:Jude Brimble, GMB National Secretary, said:

“Put simply, zero tariffs would devastate the ceramics industry, putting thousands of highly skilled jobs“Put simply, zero tariffs would devastate the ceramics industry, putting thousands of highly skilled jobs
at risk and destroying a proud British trade with a long and rich heritage.at risk and destroying a proud British trade with a long and rich heritage.
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“The Potteries have defied the odds to grow since the recession – and are now at the forefront of“The Potteries have defied the odds to grow since the recession – and are now at the forefront of
innovation and design.innovation and design.

“The truth is the Government has failed to engage and consult in a meaningful way since the Brexit vote“The truth is the Government has failed to engage and consult in a meaningful way since the Brexit vote
- they could have tested the impact that zero tariffs would have across different manufacturing- they could have tested the impact that zero tariffs would have across different manufacturing
sectors.sectors.

“They have not done this and to suddenly announce that zero tariffs would apply in the ceramics sector“They have not done this and to suddenly announce that zero tariffs would apply in the ceramics sector
is reckless in the extreme.is reckless in the extreme.

“GMB urges the Government to listen and act swiftly to give the reassurances that the Potteries“GMB urges the Government to listen and act swiftly to give the reassurances that the Potteries
desperately need.desperately need.

“We need to make sure the Conservative Party and this Brexit mess don’t smash our ceramics industry“We need to make sure the Conservative Party and this Brexit mess don’t smash our ceramics industry
to pieces.”to pieces.”
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We need to make sure the Conservative Party and this Brexit mess don’t smash ourWe need to make sure the Conservative Party and this Brexit mess don’t smash our
ceramics industry to pieces.ceramics industry to pieces.

““

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=We%20are%20so%20proud%20of%20our%20UK%20ceramics%20sector%20-%20but%20Liam%20Fox%27s%20secret%20plot%20to%20slash%20tariffs%20on%20imports%20risks%20destroying%20our%20ceramics%20sector%2C%20jobs%20and%20communities.%0A%0AI%27m%20backing%20the%20%40GMB_Union%20call%20to%20%23StopZeroTariffs.%20With%20me%3F%20SHARE.%0Ahttps%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGMB_union%2Fstatus%2F1098650980391026690%2Fvideo%2F1
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https%3A//www.facebook.com/GMBunion/videos/797152927311919/
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Manufacturing%20needs%20to%20be%20at%20the%20heart%20of%20Britain%27s%20industrial%20strategy.%0A%0AProud%20%40GMB_Union%20are%20calling%20on%20on%20the%20Government%20to%20invest%20in%20our%20future%20by%20backing%20manufacturing%20%F0%9F%91%B7%F0%9F%8F%97%EF%B8%8F%0A%0ASupport%20this%3F%20Share%20%F0%9F%91%87%F0%9F%91%87%20
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https%3A//www.facebook.com/GMBunion/videos/555317618225370/
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